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Abstract: International need for water quality is placing a high demand on separation technology to
develop advanced oxidative processes for polyethersulfone (PES) membranes to help improve water
purification. Therefore, VUV photo-oxidation with a low pressure Ar plasma was studied to improve
the hydrophilicity of PES by flowing oxygen over the surface during treatment. X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) detected a decrease in the C at% (4.4 ± 1.7 at%), increase in O at% (3.7 ± 1.0 at%),
and a constant S at% (5.4 ± 0.2 at%). Curve fitting of the XPS spectra showed a decrease in sp2 C-C
aromatic group bonding, and an increase in C-O, C-S, O=C-OH, sulphonate (-SO3) and sulphate
(-SO4) functional groups with treatment time. The water contact angle decreased from 71.9◦ for
untreated PES down to a saturation level of 41.9◦ with treatment. Since scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) showed no major changes in surface roughness, the increase in hydrophilicity was mainly due
to oxidation of the surface. Washing the VUV photo-oxidized PES samples with water or ethanol
increased the water contact angle saturation level up to 66◦ indicating the formation of a weak
boundary layer.

Keywords: surface modification; polyethersulfone (PES); VUV photo-oxidation; hydrophilicity; XPS;
water contact angle; SEM

1. Introduction

The international need for water quality is placing a high demand on separation
technology. Different membrane filtrations are required depending on the increasing
particle sizes of the solutes, such as hydrated ions, proteins, viruses, bacteria, algae, and
colloids (requiring, e.g., reverse osmosis, nanofiltration, ultrafiltration, microfiltration,
and conventional filtration). Solutes collecting on the surface and within the pores of the
membrane cause a decreasing flux of water, resulting in higher maintenance and operating
expenses. Therefore, a variety of surface modification techniques, such as blending, grafting,
chemical treatment, plasma treatment, UV irradiation, gamma rays, and electron beams,
are used to influence the surface wettability (i.e., hydrophilicity, and roughness to make
the surface more attractive to water and repulsive to the organic waste) [1–6]. Advanced
oxidative processes need to be developed to help improve water purification.

Polyethersulfone (PES) (Figure 1) is a membrane often used in the operation of water
cleaning devices due to its superior thermal, mechanical, and chemical properties which
assist in the construction of different surfaces and pore sizes [1–6]. In this study, vacuum
UV (VUV) photo-oxidation [7] with a low pressure Ar plasma was used to improve the
hydrophilicity properties of PES by flowing oxygen over the surface of PES during treat-
ment. The plasma excites Ar atoms which emit VUV photons having wavelengths of 104.8
and 106.7 nm due to 3P1→1S0 and 3P2→1S0 transitions, respectively [8]. The high VUV
photo-absorption coefficients (104–105 cm−1) of polymers results in penetration depths not
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exceeding a few hundred nms, hence producing surface modification without altering the
bulk properties [7].
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PA, USA) in an ultrasonic bath for 20 min and then stored in a closed petri dish for at least 
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erated from a low-pressure argon microwave (MW) plasma, having an absorbed power 
of 26–34 W, to modify the surface of PES located 23.8 cm downstream from the discharge. 
At this distance, charged particles and metastables, due to deactivation and recombina-
tion processes involving homogeneous and heterogeneous collisions in transit to the sub-
strate, contribute negligibly and thus the interaction of VUV photons with the substrate is 
maximized [11,12]. Oxygen was introduced into the vacuum system about 3 cm above the 
sample. The argon and oxygen flow rates were 50 and 10 sccm, respectively. The reaction 
chamber pressure was maintained at 66–80 Pa and the samples were treated at various 
times up to 200 min. 

Coupling the photoabsorption cross sections of oxygen molecules at these wave-
lengths together with the oxygen number density and pathlength through the oxygen, 
more than 93% of the VUV radiation from the Ar MW discharge is transmitted through 
the oxygen to help modify the PES surface. Photoabsorption by oxygen in the VUV region 
of the electromagnetic spectrum ([13], pp 206-207) results in the production of ground 
state, 3P, and electronically excited, 1D and 1S, oxygen atoms ([14], pp. 179) which assist in 
the surface modification. 

2.3. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) 
As reported in [9,10], XPS analysis was carried out using Physical Electronics Ver-

saprobe II 5000 equipment which examined the top 2–5 nm of a sample’s surface using a 
take-off angle of 45°. The quantitative analyses are accurate within 5% for major constitu-
ents and 10% for minor constituents. 

The chemical state analysis of the C 1s, O 1s, and S 2p spectra were achieved by nor-
malized the peak intensities at the main peaks, and curve-fitting was carried out compar-
ing spectra with a cleaned and untreated PES sample. The control spectrum was sub-

Figure 1. Structure of PES illustrating three different C bondings: (1) C=C, (2) C-S, and (3) C-O and
two O bondings: (1) O=S, and (2) O-C.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

PES film (0.125 mm thick), purchased from Goodfellow Corp. (Coraopolis, PA, USA)
(catalog no. 494-219-10), was cleaned with Koptec 200 proof ethanol (DLI, King of Prussia,
PA, USA) in an ultrasonic bath for 20 min and then stored in a closed petri dish for at
least 24 h.

2.2. VUV Photo-Oxidation

The experimental setup was similar to that used in the VUV photo-oxidation of
other polymers [7] such as polystyrene [9] and polybenzimidazole [10]. VUV radiation
was generated from a low-pressure argon microwave (MW) plasma, having an absorbed
power of 26–34 W, to modify the surface of PES located 23.8 cm downstream from the
discharge. At this distance, charged particles and metastables, due to deactivation and
recombination processes involving homogeneous and heterogeneous collisions in transit
to the substrate, contribute negligibly and thus the interaction of VUV photons with the
substrate is maximized [11,12]. Oxygen was introduced into the vacuum system about
3 cm above the sample. The argon and oxygen flow rates were 50 and 10 sccm, respectively.
The reaction chamber pressure was maintained at 66–80 Pa and the samples were treated at
various times up to 200 min.

Coupling the photoabsorption cross sections of oxygen molecules at these wavelengths
together with the oxygen number density and pathlength through the oxygen, more than
93% of the VUV radiation from the Ar MW discharge is transmitted through the oxygen
to help modify the PES surface. Photoabsorption by oxygen in the VUV region of the
electromagnetic spectrum ([13], pp 206-207) results in the production of ground state, 3P,
and electronically excited, 1D and 1S, oxygen atoms ([14], pp. 179) which assist in the
surface modification.

2.3. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)

As reported in [9,10], XPS analysis was carried out using Physical Electronics Ver-
saprobe II 5000 equipment which examined the top 2–5 nm of a sample’s surface using
a take-off angle of 45◦. The quantitative analyses are accurate within 5% for major con-
stituents and 10% for minor constituents.

The chemical state analysis of the C 1s, O 1s, and S 2p spectra were achieved by
normalized the peak intensities at the main peaks, and curve-fitting was carried out
comparing spectra with a cleaned and untreated PES sample. The control spectrum was
subtracted from the treated spectrum and the remainder spectrum was curve-fitted to
determine the number of peaks, their binding energies, and peak widths resulting from
treatment. The peaks from the remainder spectrum were used to curve-fit the total treated
spectrum. Weak energy loss peaks were then added to the curve-fitting to achieve a good
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chi square fit and a materials balance was conducted to test if the results of the curve-fitting
agreed with the quantitative analyses results.

2.4. Contact Angle (CA) Goniometry

As described in ref. [9], water contact angles were obtained using a Ramé-Hart model
500 Standard Contact Angle Goniometer. The samples were placed on double-sided tape
to keep the surface flat and a micropipette was used to deposit a 10 µL deionized water
droplet on the surface. As soon as the water droplet was placed on the film, a picture was
captured by the DROPimage contact angle (CA) program. The standard deviation of the
measurements was about ±2.5◦.

2.5. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

Surface topography was determined using a JEOL JSM-7200FLV FESEM at 5 kV
accelerating voltage with an invisible film of platinum sputter-coated on the samples to
eliminate electrostatic charging.

3. Results
3.1. Quantitative XPS and Water Contact Angle

The XPS quantitative analysis for five untreated samples gave atomic percentages
for C, S, and O of 73.4 ± 0.9, 5.4 ± 0.2, and 21.2 ± 0.9 at% in good agreement with the
values from the molecular structure (Figure 1): 75, 6.2, and 18.8 at%, respectively. Within
experimental error, the treated samples gave constant results after 60 min of treatment
showing the C at% decreased by 4.4 ± 1.7 at%, the O at% increased by 3.7 ± 1.0 at%, while
the S at% remained approximately unchanged (5.4 ± 0.2 S at%).

Figure 2 displays an example of the water contact angle changes with treatment time.
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Figure 3 shows the average at% O results for five sets of samples treated for 5, 10, 15,
30, and 60 min together with the average water contact angle measurements decreasing
from 71.9◦down to 41.9◦ after 60 min of treatment time.
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Figure 3. PES treated with VUV photo-oxidation showing an increase in atomic % of oxygen and a
decrease in the water contact angle in degrees as a function of treatment time.

Washing the VUV photo-oxidized PES samples with water or ethanol increased the
water contact angle from the average of 41.9◦ up to 66◦ for 60 min treatment.

3.2. XPS Chemical State Analysis

The overlapped C 1s spectra for the control and VUV photo-oxidized PES samples
reported in Figure 2 are displayed in Figure 4. Curve fitting of the spectra (Table 1) showed
a decrease in sp2 C-C aromatic group bonding and an increase in C-O, C-S, and O=C-OH
functional groups with treatment time.
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Figure 4. Overlapped C 1s spectra for control and PES samples treated with VUV photo-oxidation.
The arrow indicates increasing treatment time for 0, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 min.
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Table 1. Assignments [15] and % areas for the C 1s peaks in Figure 4 as determined by curve-fitting.
Carbons (1), (2), and (3) are illustrated in Figure 1.

Binding Species Treatment Time (min)

Energy (eV) 0 5 10 15 30 60

284.7 C-C aromatic ring (1) 65.0 63.0 63.3 64.0 62.7 62.5
285.3 C-S (2) 15.6 15.3 16.6 16.2 16.8 16.1
286.3 C-O (3), C-O (286.1) 15.0 16.8 16.7 16.1 16.5 17.1
287.0 C=O 0 0 0 0 0 0.1
288.6 O-C=O 0 0 0 0 0 0
289.1 O=C-OH 0 0 0 0 0.4 0.5
289.8 O-(C=O)-O 0 0 0 0 0 0
291.5 Energy loss peak 4.0 4.9 3.4 3.7 3.6 3.7

The changes in the O 1s spectra (Figure 5) confirmed the oxidation of the PES
surface (Table 2).
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Figure 5. Overlapped O 1s spectra for control and PES samples treated with VUV photo-oxidation.
The arrow indicates increasing treatment time for 0, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 min.

Table 2. Assignments [15] and % areas for O 1s peaks in Figure 5 as determined by curve-fitting for
the oxygen atoms (1) and (2) in Figure 1. The * indicates the O atom assigned to that binding energy.

Binding Species Treatment Time (min)

Energy (eV) 0 5 10 15 30 60

531.6 O=S (1) 69.4 45.8 47.3 47.2 46.2 44.3
532.2 O*=C-OH 0 19.0 18.3 17.8 19.5 19.9

533.3 C-O-C (ring) (2) (533.3), C-O (533.1)
too close to separate, O-C-O*H (533.5) 30.6 35.2 34.4 35.0 34.4 35.8

Curve-fitting the S 2p spectra (Figure 6) gave the correct ratio of 2:1 for 2p3/2 and 2p1/2

species separated by 1.2 eV (Table 3) for untreated PES [15]. With treatment time, there is
an increase in the formation of sulphonate (-SO3) and sulphate (-SO4) moieties (Table 3).
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Figure 6. Overlapped S 2p spectra for control and PES samples treated with VUV photo-oxidation
for 0, 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 min. Due to the small changes in S chemical states (Table 3), an arrow
indicating increasing treatment time was not possible in this Figure.

Table 3. Assignments [15] and % areas for S 2p3/2 and S 2p1/2 peaks as determined by curve-fitting
the spectra in Figure 6.

Binding Species Treatment Time (min)

Energy (eV) 0 5 10 15 30 60

167.6 C-S=O S 2p3/2 66.1 65.6 65.8 66.7 64.8 63.5
168.8 C-S=O S 2p1/2 33.9 31.8 30.9 31.1 32.3 33.5
168.6 Sulphonate or Sulphate S 2p3/2 0 1.7 2.1 1.5 1.9 2.0
169.8 Sulphonate or Sulphate S 2p1/2 0 0.9 1.2 0.7 1.0 1.0

3.3. Surface Topography for PES Treated with VUV Photo-Oxidation

The SEM results (Figures 7 and 8) showed no major changes in surface topography with
treatment time consistent with previous VUV photo-oxidation studies of PS [9] and PBI [10].
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treatment with VUV photo-oxidation.

4. Discussion

Photochemical interactions contribute to the decrease in the aromatic carbon (C-C sp2)
concentrations reported in Table 1. Photoabsorption of a number of ring substituted
analogues of polystyrene (PS) occurs at ca. 270 nm and extends into the vacuum UV
region [16–18]. As with PS, VUV photons absorbed by the aromatic functional groups in
PES have a total energy content in excess of that required for bond scission producing free
radicals on the surface by reaction (1) [9]. Reactions (2) to (5), involving the R• free radical,
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illustrate the formation of the RO• free radical which, when added to the polymer, would
contribute to the observed C-O moieties in this study (Table 1).

PES + hν→ R• + R′• (1)

R• + O2 → RO2• (2)

RO2• + PES→ ROOH + PES• (3)

RO2• + R• → 2RO• (4)

ROOH→ RO• + OH• (5)

Similarly, the highly energetic 104.8 nm (272.7 kcal) and 106.7 nm (267.9 kcal) photons
have sufficient energy to photo-dissociate the ether moiety in PES, as observed by UV
photolysis of diphenyl ether ([13], pp. 447), and break the C-S bond which has a bond
strength of ca. 103 kcal ([14], pp. 106) resulting in RO• radicals contributing to the observed
C-O moieties (Table 1). Breakage of the C-S bond in PES by Equation (6) leads to the
formation of the sulphonate (-SO3) function group by Equation (7) or by reactions similar
to Equations (2) and (5) involving R′SO2• producing R′SO3•.

R-SO2-R′ + hν→ R• + R′SO2• (6)

R′SO2• + RO• → R′SO2-OR (7)

Oxidation of the sulphonate group would lead to the formation of the sulphate com-
pound, RO-SO2-OR, by Equations (8) and (9) [19].

ROSO2-O• + R• → ROSO2-OR (8)

ROSO2• + RO• → ROSO2-OR (9)

Additionally, photo-oxidation of the aromatic rings may form peroxy free radicals that
abstract a hydrogen atom to produce reactive hydroperoxide groups, ROOH, resulting in
the formation of hydroxylated-containing compounds, such as the carboxylic acid (Figure 5,
Table 2) [20] and sulphonate/sulphate moieties (Figure 6, Table 3) observed in this study.

UV photo-oxidation of PES with 253.7 nm photons has been reported to cause cleavage
of the aromatic rings and photo-dissociation of the C-S bond resulting in hydroxylated and
carbonylated products with low molecular weight [21,22]. Carbon dioxide was also released
during 253.7 nm photo-oxidation of PES [22] which is consistent with polymer chain bond
breakage and the observations in this study of: (1) no detected carbonate/anhydride groups
which would release CO2; and (2) the washing away of a weak boundary layer (WBL) of
oxidized material after treatment. The low penetration depth of VUV radiation contributes
to bond breakage forming a WBL which was observed by washing the 60 min treated
samples with water or ethanol resulting in an increase of water contact angle from the
average of 41.9◦ up to 66◦.

VUV photo-dissociation of oxygen may also assist in the surface modification in this
study. The reaction of PES with O atoms generated downstream from the afterglow of a
200 W RF oxygen plasma showed an increase in wettability and the formation of O-C=O
and C-O functional groups [23], consistent with a mechanism where O atoms insert into the
aromatic double bond forming an epoxy ring which dissociates into carbonyl, aldehyde, and
carboxylic acid functional groups observed with a remote He/O2 atmospheric plasma [24].
The 26–34 W MW plasma and the oxygen concentration used in this study did not generate
sufficient O atom concentration to produce significant amounts of the O-C=O and C-O
functional groups (Figure 4, Table 1).

The negligible change of the S at% observed in this study is consistent with no gaseous
SO2 being released during photo-oxidation as reported during studies of PES photolyzed
with 253.7/184.9 nm radiation [25,26].
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The small increase in O concentration in this study (3.7 ± 1.0 at%) resulted in a 42%
decrease in water contact angle (Figure 3) compared to 253.7/184.9 UV photo-oxidation
(43%, 43%) [25], 253.7 nm UV photo-oxidation (47.5%, 45%) [25], and treatment with ozone
in the absence of radiation (25%, 27%) [19].

VUV photolysis of PES in ambient oxygen-containing air with a Xenon excimer lamp,
which emits photons at a wavelength of 172 nm, showed hemisphere-like structures on the
surface that were washed away in polar solvents [27]. No significant changes in surface
topography with VUV photo-oxidation treatment time was observed in this low pressure
study. Using atmospheric air or oxygen, ozone is produced by Equation (10) involving a
stabilizing molecule (M) such as nitrogen and/or oxygen.

O(3P) + O2 + M→ O3 + M (10)

The large amount of ozone formed in the 172 nm study may be very reactive with the
PES surface causing the formation of the WBL affecting the surface roughness. When an
electric generator was used to produce only an ozone concentration of ca. 6 ± 2% of the
volume of oxygen, no significant changes in surface topography of PES were detected [19].

Previously, PES was surface treated with samples placed inside a Biopolar pulsed
powered plasma of low pressure Ar and then oxidized when exposed to air leading to time
dependent oxidation changes on the surface. Besides being exposed to VUV photons, the
plasma consists of many excited particles (e.g., electrons, radicals, positively and negatively
charged ions, etc.) which can modify the surface via a multitude of processes. Hydrophilic
C-O groups were detected on the surface and surface roughness increased with treatment
time [28].

Treatment of PES in Ar/O2 plasma using an Oxford Instruments (Plasmalab80Plus)
200 W plasma generator showed an increase in hydrophilicity with small structural
changes [29] while a 20 W RF oxygen-containing plasma had severe influence on sur-
face typography [30]. Higher concentrations of oxygen in 50 W RF Ar/oxygen plasma
and longer exposure times increased hydrophilicity and enhanced the opening of pores to
improve permeability through the PES membrane [31].

5. Conclusions

XPS analysis of VUV photo-oxidized PES with 104.8 and 106.7 nm photons from a
MW Ar plasma increased the O at% by 3.7 ± 1.0 at% up to a saturation level along with a
decrease in sp2 C-C aromatic group bonding, and an increase in C-O, C-S, O=C-OH, -SO3
and-SO4 functional groups. The water contact angle decreased from 71.9◦, for untreated
PES, down to a saturation level of 41.9◦ with treatment. Because SEM showed no significant
changes in surface topography, the increase in hydrophilicity was mainly due to oxidation
of the surface. Washing the saturated VUV photo-oxidized PES samples with water or
ethanol increased the water contact angle up to 66◦ indicating the formation of a weak
boundary layer.
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